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About This Game

Privateers is a roguelite set in a fantasy nautical world. Players are set free into an archipelago where they can become a heroic
navy captain or an evil pirate overlord depending on the choices that they make. They will encounter a rich and diverse set of

fantasy factions each with their own backstory and unique style of events.

During combat, players can take tactical control by pausing the game at any point in order to assess the situation and order
commands. Carefully orchestrating the various abilities of your crew is critical for survival. Every choice and every encounter

matters since death is permanent and you cannot load an old save.

Features:

Assemble a crew with diverse skills and abilities

Choose to be a heroic privateer or a legendary pirate

Find and equip epic loot opening up new ways to play

Explore the islands taking on unique tasks and adventures

Discover the many fantastical factions and races

Every choice matters with perma-death and a single save
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Better and brighter than their first effort but still not much to go on here.... The game itself is decent, but getting to play it is
difficult. I have a fairly beefed up MacBook Pro (2.8 G Intel Core i7, 16GB Memory) but it takes SEVERAL MINUTES to
load the game. There's also no status bar so at first I thought my computer froze.. Absolutely beautiful game. Runs without a
hitch. Loads of fun with a good level of difficulty. 10\/10. We always keep minority spirit.. *This review is now obsoleted. They
finally included every soundtrack now, so it is finally worth buying. I'll leave this review as the history.

If you like to buy a game soundtrack, then this is not for you. It only give you half of the soundtrack instead of all of them.
What a shame since Grey Goo OST is great. No idea why they not release all of them or have another pack for sell..
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early access. The level of polish is high but there are some minor things that need to be addressed. I am happy with my purchase
and look forward to this maturing further.. one of the most boring game i've ever played
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Don't get me wrong these kills are amazing, but three dollars isn't worth the price of three kills on one Jason. If it was for all
Jasons then I would say "Yes", but right now it isn't worth it.
I say wait to get this dlc on sale for a very cheap price.. Honestly I have mixed feelings for this game. This game wanted me to
go to their studio and murder them and at the same time praise them. Getting to 1 minute is♥♥♥♥♥clenching and the seconds
feel like minutes. I rate this 9.7/10 cuz i choked to 60 seconds 3 times. Btw if u dont wanna get eyecancer go turn on solid
color.. Played the game for 30 minutes in VR first and about 20 minutes in Non-VR after that.
I have not finished the game in that time, but I still wanted to write a Review.

Pros:
- Interesting, eerie Story
- Nice voice acting
- Well designed World
- Playable with VR and Non-VR
- 10 to 15 bucks is more than a fair price for the game!

Cons:
- VR-Version seems to be rushed over. Many of the details in the game and the story get presented much better in the Non-VR
Version of the game.
- Animation Glitches. Some of the Characters in the game sometimes had Animation glitches.
- Visual Glitches in VR. Especially in VR there are some visual glitches based on head movement and lighting.
In some scenes there are black and white flashbacks related to the story. These parts are hard to play in VR.

All in all it seems to be well worth the money!
If you are playing the game without VR you will surely get a nice, little game telling a great Story.
I would still wish the Developers to overwork the VR-Version of the game to be closer to the Non-VR Version in terms of
polishing and playability.. It's all I wanted.. I like it, I of course still need to learn how to play, but.... :)

Don't know if it's common or if it's just my machine but music cuts out as soon as I do anything and I don't hear any combat
sounds whatsoever...

Other than that it's an ARPG, kill things, grab loot and swing your sword all over the place. :)

Graphics are well done and it ran like a dream for me.. Ez Achievment
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